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CHAPTER 69.5-01-08
69.5-01-08-04. Calculation and distribution of pools.
1.

General. The only pari-mutuel wagering pools permitted are for
win, place, show, daily double, exacta, quinella, trifecta, pick (n),
superfecta, twin trifecta, tri-superfecta, twin superfecta, twin quinella,
mad scramble, pick 1-2-3, and pick 1-2-3-4-5, and 123racing Pick-n
Wager©. In each pool there must be a separate and independent
calculation and distribution. From each pool there must be deducted
by each association the commissions as provided by state law.
The remainder of the moneys in the pool constitute the net pool for
distribution as payoff to ticketholders as set out in subsections 2
through 11.

2.

Win pool. The amount wagered on the horse or betting interest which
nished rst is deducted from the net pool, the balance remaining being
the prot; the prot is divided by the amount wagered on the horse or
betting interest nishing rst, such quotient being the prot per dollar
wagered to win; payoff includes return of amount wagered and prot
thereon.

3.

a.

In the event of a dead heat for rst involving horses of two different
betting interests, the win pool is distributed as if a place pool; if
involving horses of three different betting interests, the win pool is
distributed as if a show pool.

b.

In the event no win ticket is sold on the horse which nishes rst,
the net win pool is distributed to holders of win tickets on the horse
nishing second.

Place pool. The amounts wagered to place on the rst two horses to
nish are deducted from the net pool to determine the prot; the prot
is divided into two equal amounts; one-half of the prot is divided by
the amount wagered to place on the rst nisher, such quotient being
the prot per dollar wagered to place on the rst nisher; and one-half
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of the prot is divided by the amount wagered to place on the second
nisher, such quotient being the prot per dollar wagered to place on
such second nisher; payoffs include return of amount wagered and
prot thereon as to each of the rst two nishers.

4.

a.

In the event of a dead heat for rst between horses representing the
same betting interests, the place pool is distributed as if a win pool;
if between horses representing two different betting interests, the
place pools distributed as if one betting interest nished rst and
the other nished second; if between horses representing three
different betting interests, the place pool is distributed as if a show
pool.

b.

In the event of a dead heat for second between horses representing
the same betting interest, the place pool is distributed as if no dead
heat occurred; if between horses representing two or more different
betting interests, the prot is divided in half, with one-half allocated
for wagers to place on the horse which nished rst, and other half
divided equally so as to allocate one-fourth of the prot on the net
place pool for wagers to place on each of the two horses nishing
in a dead heat for second, or one-sixth of the prot for wagers to
place on each of three horses nishing in a dead heat for second.

c.

In the event the rst and second nishers comprise a single betting
interest, the place pool is distributed as if a win pool.

d.

In the event no place ticket is sold on a horse which nishes rst or
second, then the horse which nished third shall replace the horse
in the distribution of wagers in the place pool.

Show pool. The amounts wagered to show on the rst three horses to
nish are deducted from the net pool to determine the prot. The prot is
divided into three equal amounts; one-third of the prot is divided by the
amount wagered to win on the rst nisher, such quotient being the prot
per dollar wagered to show on such rst nisher; one-third of the prot
is divided by the amount wagered to show on the second nisher, such
quotient being the prot per dollar wagered to show on such second
nisher; and one-third of the prot is divided by the amount wagered
to show on the third nisher, such quotient being the prot per dollar
wagered to show on such third nisher. Payoffs include return of amount
wagered and prots thereon as to each of the rst three nishers.
a.

In the event of a dead heat for rst: between two horses involving
different betting interests, or three horses involving three different
betting interests, the show pool is distributed as if no dead heat
occurred; if between two horses involving the same betting interest,
two-thirds of the prot is allocated to wagers to show on the coupled
betting interest, and one-third allocated to wagers to show on the
other horse among the rst three nishers; if between three horses
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involving one betting interest, the show pool is distributed as if a
win pool.
b.

In the event of a dead heat for second: between two horses
involving two different betting interests, the show pool is distributed
as if no dead heat occurred; if between horses involving the same
betting interest, two-thirds of the prot is allocated to wagers to
show on the coupled betting interest, and one-third allocated
to wagers to show on the horse nishing rst; if between three
horses involving one, two, or three betting interests, one-third of
the prot is allocated to wagers to show on the horse nishing rst,
and the remaining two-thirds of the prot is divided equally by the
number of betting interests nishing in a dead heat for second for
proportionate distribution on wagers to show for each such betting
interest nishing in a dead heat for second.

c.

In the event of a dead heat the third: between horses involving the
same betting interests, the show pool is distributed as if no dead
heat occurred; if between horses involving two or more betting
interests, two-thirds of the prot shall be allocated to wagers to
show on the rst two nishers, and the remaining one-third is
divided equally by the number of betting interests nishing in a
dead heat for third for proportionate distribution on wagers to show
for each such betting interest nishing in a dead heat for third.

d.

In the event the rst three horses to nish comprise one betting
interest, the show pool must be distributed as a win pool. In the
event two horses coupled as a single betting interest nish rst and
second, or rst and third, or second and third, two-thirds of the prot
must be allocated to wagers to show on the other horse among the
rst three nishers.

e.

In the event one horse coupled in the betting by reason of being
in the mutuel eld or part of a mutuel entry nishes rst or second
and another horse included in the same betting interest nishes in
a dead heat for third: one-half of the prot in the show pool must
be allocated to wagers on such eld or entry, one-third of the prot
in the show pool must be allocated to wagers on the horse nishing
rst or second, and the remaining one-sixth of such prot must be
allocated to wagers on the horse nishing in a dead heat for third
with such eld or entry.

f.

In the event only two horses nish, the show pool, if any, must be
distributed as if a place pool; if only one horse nishes, the place
and show pools, if any, must be distributed as if a pool; if no horse
nishes, all money wagered on such race must be refunded upon
presentation and surrender of pari-mutuel tickets sold thereon. In
the event no show ticket is sold on a horse which nishes rst, or
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second, or third, then, the horse which nished fourth shall replace
that horse in the distribution of wager in the show pool.
5.

Daily double pool. The amount wagered on the winning combination,
such being the horse or betting interest which nishes rst in the rst
daily double race, is deducted from the net pool to determine the prot;
the prot is divided by the amount wagered on the winning combination,
such quotient being the prot per dollar wagered on the winning daily
double combination; payoff includes the amount wagered and prot
thereon.
a.

In the event of a dead heat for rst involving two different betting
interests, in one of the two daily double races, the daily double
pool is distributed as if a place pool, with half the prot allocated to
wagers combining the single winner of one daily double race and
of the betting interests involved in the dead heat in the other daily
double race, with the other half of the prot allocated to wagers
combining the single winner of one daily double race and the other
betting interest involved in the dead heat in the other daily double
race.

b.

In the event of dead heats for rst involving different betting
interests in each of the daily double races, resulting in four, or six,
or nine, winning combinations for proportionate allocation for each
such winning daily double wager.

c.

In the event no daily double ticket is sold combining the horse or
betting interest which nishes rst in one of the daily double races,
the daily double pool is distributed as if a win pool with the prot
allocated to the wagering combination which includes the horse or
betting interest which nished rst in one of the daily double races.

d.

In the event no daily double ticket is sold combining the horses or
betting interest which nished rst in both the rst and second race
of the daily double, then the winning combination for distribution of
the daily double prot must be that combining the horses or betting
interests which nished second in each of the daily double races.

e.

If after daily double wagering has commenced and a horse not
coupled with another as a betting interest in the rst race of the
daily double is excused by the stewards or is prevented from racing
because of failure of the starting gate to open properly, then daily
double wagers combining such horse must be deducted from the
daily double pool and refunded upon presentation and surrender of
daily double tickets thereon.

f.

If, prior, to closing of the daily double wagering, a scheduled starter
in the second half on the daily double which is not coupled in the
betting with another horse is excused by the stewards, then daily
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double wagers combining such horse must be deducted from the
daily double pool and refunded upon presentation and surrender of
daily double tickets thereon.

6.

g.

If after the rst race of the daily double has been run, and a horse
not coupled with another as a betting interest in the second race
of the daily double is excused by the stewards or prevented from
racing because of failure of the starting gate door to open properly,
then daily double wagers combining the winner of the rst daily
double race with such horses prevented from racing in the second
daily double race must be allocated consolation payoffs.

h.

Consolation daily double payoffs must be determined by dividing
the net daily double pool by the amount wagered combining the
winner of the rst daily double race with every horse or betting
interest scheduled to start in the second daily double race, such
quotient being the consolation payoff per dollar wagered combining
the winner of the rst daily double with such horse prevented from
riding in the second daily double race. Such consolation payoffs
must be deducted from the net daily double pool before calculation
and allocation of wagers on the winning daily double combination.

i.

If for any reason the rst daily double race is canceled or declared
"no race" by the stewards, then the entire daily double pool must be
refunded upon presentation and surrender of daily double tickets
thereon. If for any reason the second daily double race is canceled
or declared "no race" by the stewards after the rst daily double
race is declared ofcial, then the net daily double pool must be
distributed to wagering combinations which include the horse or
betting interest which nished rst in the rst daily double race.

j.

If no daily double ticket is sold requiring distribution, then the
entire daily double pool must be refunded upon presentation and
surrender of daily double tickets thereon.

Quinella pool. The amount wagered on the winning combination, such
being the rst two nishers irrespective of which horse nishes rst and
which horse nishes second, is deducted from the net pool to determine
the prot; the prot is divided by the amount wagered on the winning
combination, such quotient being the prot per dollar wagered on the
winning quinella combination; payoff includes the amount wagered and
prot thereon.
a.

In the event of a dead heat for rst: between horses involving two
different betting interests, the net quinella pool is distributed as if
no dead heat occurred; if between horses involving three different
betting interests, the net quinella pool is distributed as if a show
pool and is allocated to wagers combining any of the three horses
nishing in a dead heat for rst.
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7.

b.

In the event of a dead heat for second: between horse involving
two different betting interests, the net quinella pool is distributed
as if a place pool and is allocated to wagers combining the rst
nisher with either horse nishing in a dead heat for second; if
between horses involving three different betting interests, the net
quinella pool is distributed as if a show pool, and allocated to
wagers combining the rst horse with each of the three horses
nishing in a dead heat for second.

c.

In the event horses representing a single betting interest nish rst
and second, the net quinella pool must be allocated to wagers
combining such single betting interest with the horse or betting
interest which nishes third.

d.

In the event no quinella ticket is sold combining:
(1)

The rst nisher with one of the horses nishing in a dead heat
for second, then the net quinella pool is allocated to wagers
combining the rst nisher with the other horse nishing in a
dead heat for second.

(2)

The second nisher with either of the horses nishing in a
dead heat for second, then the net quinella pool is allocated to
wagers combining the two horses which nished in the dead
heat for second.

(3)

The rst nisher with either of the horses nishing in a
dead heat for second or combining the two horses which
nished in a dead heat for second, then the net quinella pool
is distributed as if a show pool and is allocated to wagers
combining any of the rst three nishers with any other
horses.

(4)

The rst two nishers, then the net quinella pool must
be distributed as if a place pool and is allocated to wagers
combining the rst nisher with any other horses, and wagers
combining the second nisher with any other horse.

(5)

Horses or betting interest as would require distribution, then
the entire quinella pool must be refunded upon presentation
and surrender of quinella tickets thereon.

Exacta pool. The exacta pool is a contract by the purchaser of a ticket
combining two horses in a single race, selecting the two horses that will
subsequently nish rst and second in that race. Payment of the ticket
may be made only to the purchaser who has selected the same order
of nish as ofcially posted.
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8.

a.

The exacta is not a parlay and has no connection with or relation
to the win, place, and show betting and will be calculated as an
entirely separate pool.

b.

If no ticket is sold on the winning combination of an exacta pool,
the net pool must be distributed equally between holders of tickets
selecting the winning horse to nish rst or holders of tickets
selecting the second-place horse to nish second or both.

c.

If no ticket is sold that would require distribution of an exacta pool to
winners as above dened, the association shall make a complete
and full refund of exacta pool.

d.

In case of a dead heat between two horses for rst place, the net
exacta pool must be calculated and distributed as a place pool to
holders of tickets of the winning combinations. In case of a dead
heat between two horses for second place, the exacta pool must
be gured as a place pool, the holders of tickets combining the
winning horse and the two horses nishing second participating in
the payoff.

e.

In the event of a dead heat for second place, if no ticket is sold on
one of the two winning combinations, the entire net pool must be
calculated as a win pool and distributed to those holding tickets on
the other winning combination. If no tickets combine the winning
horse with either of the place horses in the dead heat, the exacta
pool must be calculated and distributed as a place pool to holders
of tickets representing any interest in the net pool.

f.

In the event of an entry nishing rst and second, the net exacta
pool must be distributed to holders of tickets selecting the entry to
win combined with the horse nishing third.

Trifecta pool. The trifecta pool is a contract by the purchaser of a ticket
combining three horses in a single race that will subsequently nish rst,
second, and third in that race. Payment of the ticket may be made only
to the purchaser who has selected the same order of nish as ofcially
posted.
a.

The trifecta is not a parlay and has no connection with the relation
to the win, place, and show betting and will be calculated as an
entire separate pool.

b.

If no ticket is sold on the winning combination of the trifecta
pool, the net pool must be distributed in that order. If no ticket
is sold combining the win and place nish then that pool must
be distributed to the holders of tickets selecting the winner. If
less than three horses nish the payoff will be made to holders of
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tickets selecting the nishing horses in order, ignoring the balance
of the selection.

9.

c.

If no ticket is sold that would require distribution of the net trifecta
pool to a winner as above dened, the association shall make a full
refund of the trifecta pool.

d.

In the event of a dead heat or dead heats all trifecta tickets
selecting the correct order of nish counting a horse in a dead heat
as nishing in either position dead heated must be winning tickets.
The payoff will be calculated as a place pool.

e.

In the event of a scratch in the trifecta, no exchanges will be made.
All tickets which include the scratched horse are eliminated from
further participation of the trifecta pool and will be refunded.

Pick (n) pools.
a.

The pick (n) requires selection of the rst-place nisher in each
of a designated number of contests. The association must obtain
written approval from the commission concerning the scheduling of
pick (n) contests, the designation of one of the methods prescribed
in subdivision b, and the amount of any cap to be set on the
carryover. Any changes to the approved pick (n) format require
prior approval from the commission.

b.

The pick (n) pool shall be apportioned under one of the following
methods:
(1)

Method 1, pick (n) with carryover. The net pick (n) pool and
carryover, if any, shall be distributed as a single price pool
to those who selected the rst-place nisher in each of the
pick (n) contests, based upon the ofcial order of nish. If
there are no such wagers, then a designated percentage of
the net pool shall be distributed as a single price pool to those
who selected the rst-place nisher in the greatest number of
pick (n) contests; and the remainder shall be added to the
carryover.

(2)

Method 2, pick (n) with minor pool and carryover. The major
share of the net pick (n) pool and the carryover, if any, shall
be distributed to those who selected the rst-place nisher
in each of the pick (n) contests, based upon the ofcial order
of nish. The minor share of the net pick (n) pool shall be
distributed to those who selected the rst-place nisher in
the second greatest number of pick (n) contests, based upon
the ofcial order of nish. If there are no wagers selecting
the rst-place nisher of all pick (n) contests, the minor who
selected the rst-place nisher in the greatest number of
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pick (n) contests; and the major share shall be added to the
carryover.
(3)

Method 3, pick (n) with no minor pool and no carryover. The
net pick (n) pool shall be distributed as a single price pool
to those who selected the rst-place nisher in the greatest
number of pick (n) contests, based upon the ofcial order of
nish. If there are no winning wagers, the pool is refunded.

(4)

Method 4, pick (n) with minor pool and no carryover. The
major share of the net pick (n) pool shall be distributed to
those who selected the rst-place nisher in the greatest
number of pick (n) contests, based upon the ofcial order of
nish. The minor horse of the pick (n) pool shall be distributed
to those who selected the rst-place nisher in the second
greatest number of pick (n) contests, based upon the ofcial
order of nish. If there are no wagers selecting the rst-place
nisher in a second greatest number of pick (n) contests, the
minor share of the net pick (n) pool shall be combined with
the major share for distribution as a single price pool. If there
are no winning wagers, the pool is refunded.

(5)

Method 5, pick (n) with minor pool and no carryover. The
major share of net pick (n) pool shall be distributed to those
who selected the rst-place nisher in each of the pick (n)
contests, based upon the ofcial order of nish. The minor
place nisher in the second greatest number of pick (n)
contests, based upon the ofcial order of nish. If there
are no wagers selecting the rst-place nisher in all pick (n)
contests, the entire net pick (n) pool shall be distributed as a
single price pool to those who selected the rst-place nisher
in the greatest number of pick (n) contests. If there are no
wagers selecting the rst-place nisher in a second greatest
contest, the minor share of the net pick (n) pool shall be
combined with the major share for distribution as a single
price pool to those who selected the rst-place nisher in
each of the pick (n) contests. If there are no winning wagers,
the pool is refunded.

(6)

Method 6, pick (n) with minor pool, jackpot pool, major
carryover and jackpot carryover. Predetermined percentages
of the net pick (n) pool shall be set aside as a major pool,
minor pool, and jackpot pool. The major share of the net pick
(n) pool and the major carryover, if any, shall be distributed
to those who selected the rst-place nisher of each of the
pick (n) contests, based on the ofcial order of nish. If there
are no tickets selecting the rst-place nisher in each of the
pick (n) contests, the major net pool shall be added to the
major carryover. If there is only one single ticket selecting
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the rst-place nisher of each of the pick (n) contests, based
on the ofcial order of nish, the jackpot share of the net pick
(n) pool and the jackpot carryover, if any, shall be distributed
to the holder of that single ticket, along with the major net
pool and the major carryover, if any. If more than one ticket
selects the rst-place nisher of each of the pick (n) contests
the jackpot net pool shall be added to the jackpot carryover.
The minor share of the net pick (n) pool shall be distributed
to those who selected the rst-place nisher of the second
greatest number of pick (n) contests, based on the ofcial
order of nish. If there are no wagers selecting the rst-place
nisher of all pick (n) contests, the minor net pool of the pick
(n) pool shall be distributed as a single price pool to those
who selected the rst-place nisher of the greatest number
of pick (n) contests.
(7)

c.

Method 7, pick (n) with no minor pool and carryover. The net
pick (n) pool and carryover, if any, shall be distributed as a
single price pool to those who selected the rst-place nisher
in each of the pick (n) contests, based on the ofcial order of
nish. If there are no such wagers, the net pick (n) pool shall
be added to the carryover.

If there is a dead heat for the rst in any pick (n) contests involving:
(1)

Contestants representing the same betting interest, the pick
(n) pool shall be distributed as if no dead heat occurred.

(2)

Contestants representing two or more betting interests, the
pick (n) pool shall be distributed as a single price pool with
each winning wager receiving an equal share of the prot.

d.

Should a betting interest in any of the pick (n) contests be
scratched, the actual favorite, as evidenced by total amounts
wagered in the win pool at the host association for the contest as
the close of wagering on that contest, shall be substituted for the
scratch betting interest for all purposes, including pool calculations.
In the event that the win pool total for two or more favorites is
identical, the substitute selection shall be the betting interest with
the lowest program combinations with substituted betting interests
which became winners as a result to the substitution, in addition to
the normal winning combination.

e.

The pick (n) pool shall be canceled and all pick (n) wagers for the
individual performance shall be refunded if:
(1)

All three contests included as part of a pick 3 are canceled or
declared no contest.
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(2)

At least three contests included as part of a pick 4, pick 5, or
pick 6 are canceled or declared no contest.

(3)

At least four contests included as part of a pick 7, pick 8, or
pick 9 are canceled or declared no contest.

(4)

At least ve contests included as part of a pick 10 are
canceled or declared no contest.

f.

If at least one contest included as part of a pick (n) is canceled
or declared no contest, but not more than the number specied
in subdivision e, the net pool shall be distributed as a single price
pool to those whose selection nished rst in the greatest number
of pick (n) contests for that performance. Such distribution shall
include the portion ordinarily retained for the pick (n) carryover but
not the carryover from previous performances.

g.

The pick (n) carryover may be capped as designated level
approved by the commission so that if, at the close of any
performance, the amount in the pick (n) carryover equals or
exceeds the designated cap, the pick (n) carryover will be frozen
until it is won or distributed under other provisions of this rule.
After the pick (n) carryover is frozen, one hundred percent of
the net pool, part of which ordinarily would be added to the
pick (n) carryover, shall be distributed to those whose selection
nished rst in the greatest number of pick (n) contests for that
performance.

h.

A written request for permission to distribute the pick (n) carryover
on a specic performance may be submitted to the commission.
The request must contain justication for the distribution, an
explanation or the benet to be derived, and the intended date and
performance for the distribution.

i.

Should the pick (n) carryover be designated for distribution on
a specied date and performance in which there are no wagers
selecting the rst-place nisher in each of the pick (n) contests,
the entire pool shall be distributed as a single price pool to
those whose selection nished rst in the greatest number of
pick (n) contests. The pick (n) carryover shall be designated for
distribution on a specied date and performance only under the
following circumstances:
(1)

Upon written approval from the commission as provided in
subdivision h.

(2)

Upon written approval from the commission when there is a
change in the carryover cap, a change from one type of pick
(n) wagering to another or when the pick (n) is discontinued.
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(3)

10.

On the closing performance of the meet or split meet.

j.

If for any reason, the pick (n) carryover must be held over to the
corresponding pick (n) pool of a subsequent meet, the carryover
shall be deposited in an interest-bearing account approved by the
commission. The pick (n) carryover plus accrued interest shall then
be added to the net pick (n) pool of the following meet on a date
and performance so designated by the commission.

k.

With the written approval of the commission, the association may
contribute to the pick (n) carryover a sum of money up to the
amount of any designated cap.

l.

Providing information to any person regarding covered
combinations, amounts wagered on specic combinations,
number of tickets sold, or number of live tickets remaining is strictly
prohibited. This shall not prohibit necessary communication
between totalizator and pari-mutuel department employees for
processing of pool data.

m.

The association may suspend previously approved pick (n)
wagering with the prior approval of the commission. Any carryover
shall be held until the suspended pick (n) wagering is reinstated.
An association may request approval of a pick (n) wager or
separate wagering pool for specic performances.

Twin trifecta pools.
a.

The twin trifecta requires selection of the rst three nishers, in
their exact order, in each of two designated contests. Each winning
ticket for the rst twin trifecta contest must be exchanged for a
free ticket on the second twin trifecta contest in order to remain
eligible for the second-half twin trifecta pool. Such tickets may be
exchanged only at attended ticket windows prior to the second twin
trifecta contest. Winning rst-half twin trifecta wagers will receive
both an exchange and a monetary payout. Both of the designated
twin trifecta contests shall be included in only one twin trifecta pool.

b.

After wagering closes for the rst half of the twin trifecta and
commissions have been deducted from the pool, the net pool shall
then be divided into separate pools: the rst-half twin trifecta pool
and the second-half twin trifecta pool.

c.

In the rst twin trifecta contest only, winning wagers shall be
determined using the following precedence, based upon the
ofcial order of nish for the rst twin trifecta contest:
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(1)

As a single price pool to those whose combination nished
in correct sequence as the rst three betting interests; but if
there are no such wagers; then

(2)

As a single price pool to those whose combination included,
in correct sequence, the rst two betting interests; but if there
are no such wagers; then

(3)

As a single price pool to those whose combination correctly
selected the rst-place betting interest only; but if there are
no such wagers; then

(4)

The entire twin trifecta pool shall be refunded on twin trifecta
wagers for that contest and the second-half shall be canceled.

d.

If no rst-half twin trifecta ticket selects the rst three nishers of
that contest in exact order, winning ticket holders shall not receive
any exchange tickets for the second-half twin trifecta pool. In such
case, the second-half twin trifecta pool shall be retained and added
to any existing twin trifecta carryover pool.

e.

Winning tickets from the rst-half of the twin trifecta shall be
exchanged for tickets selecting the rst three nishers of the
second-half of the twin trifecta. The second-half twin trifecta pool
shall be distributed to winning wagers in the following precedence,
based upon the ofcial order of nish for the second twin trifecta
contest:
(1)

As a single price pool, including any existing carryover
moneys, to those whose combination nished in correct
sequence as the rst three betting interests; but if there are
no such tickets; then

(2)

The entire second-half twin trifecta pool for the contest shall
be added to any existing carryover moneys and retained for
the corresponding second-half twin trifecta pool of the next
consecutive performance.

f.

If a winning rst-half twin trifecta ticket is not presented for cashing
and exchange prior to the second-half twin trifecta contest, the
ticket holder may still collect the monetary value associated with the
rst-half twin trifecta pool but forfeits all rights to any distribution of
the second-half twin trifecta pool, except where expressly provided
in subdivision m.

g.

Coupled entries and mutual elds may be permitted in twin trifecta
contests with the prior written approval of the commission.
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h.

Should a betting interest in the rst-half of the twin trifecta be
scratched, those twin trifecta wagers including the scratched
betting interest shall be refunded.

i.

Should a betting interest in the second-half of the twin trifecta be
scratched, an announcement concerning the scratch shall be made
and a reasonable amount of time shall be provided for exchange
of tickets that include the scratched betting interest.

j.

If, due to a late scratch, the number of betting interests in the
second-half of the twin trifecta is reduced to fewer than the
minimum, all exchange tickets and outstanding rst-half winning
tickets shall be entitled to the second-half twin trifecta pool for that
contest as a single price pool, but not the twin trifecta carryover.

k.

If there is a dead heat or multiple dead heats in either the rst-half
or second-half of the twin trifecta, all twin trifecta wagers selecting
the correct order of nish, counting a betting interest involved in
a dead heat as nishing in any dead-heated position, shall be a
winner. In the case of a dead heat occurring in:
(1)

The rst-half of the twin trifecta, the payout shall be calculated
as a prot split.

(2)

The second-half of the twin trifecta, the payout shall be
calculated as a single price pool.

l.

If either of the twin trifecta contests are canceled prior to the rst
twin trifecta contest or the rst twin trifecta contest is declared no
contest, the entire twin trifecta pool shall be refunded on twin trifecta
wagers for the contest and the second-half shall be canceled.

m.

If the second-half twin trifecta contest is canceled or declared no
contest, all exchange tickets and outstanding rst-half winning twin
trifecta tickets shall be entitled to the net twin trifecta pool for that
contest as a single price pool, but not twin trifecta carryover. If there
are no such tickets, the net twin trifecta pool shall be distributed as
described in subdivision c.

n.

The twin trifecta carryover may be capped at a designated
level approved by the commission so that if, at the close of any
performance, the amount in the twin trifecta carryover equals
or exceeds the designated cap, the twin trifecta carryover will
be frozen until it is won or distributed under other provisions of
this rule. After the twin trifecta carryover is frozen, one hundred
percent of the net twin trifecta pool for each individual contest shall
be distributed to winners of the rst-half of the twin trifecta pool.
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o.

A written request for permission to distribute the twin trifecta
carryover on a specic performance may be submitted to the
commission.
The request must contain justication for the
distribution, an explanation of the benet to be derived, and the
intended date and performance for the distribution.

p.

Should the twin trifecta carryover be designated for distribution on
a specied date and performance, the following precedence will be
followed in determining winning tickets for the second-half of the
twin trifecta after completion of the rst-half of the twin trifecta:
(1)

As a single price pool to those whose combination nished
in correct sequence as the rst three betting interests; but if
there are no such wagers; then

(2)

As a single price pool to those whose combination included,
in correct sequence, the rst two betting interests; but if there
are no such wagers; then

(3)

As a single price pool to those whose combination correctly
selected the rst-place betting interest only; but if there are
no such wagers; then

(4)

As a single price pool to holders of valid exchange tickets.

(5)

As a single price pool to holders of outstanding rst-half
winning tickets.

q.

Contrary to subdivision d, during a performance designated to
distribute the twin trifecta carryover, exchange tickets will be issued
for those combinations selecting the greatest number of betting
interests in their correct order of nish for the rst-half of the twin
trifecta. If there are no wagers correctly selecting the rst-place,
second-place, and third-place nishers, in their exact order,
then exchange tickets shall be issued for combinations correctly
selecting the rst-place and second-place betting interests. If there
are no wagers correctly selecting the rst-place and second-place
nishers, in their exact order, then exchange tickets shall be issued
for combinations correctly selecting the rst-place betting interest
only in the rst-half of the twin trifecta, all rst-place tickets will
become winners and will receive one hundred percent of that day’s
net twin trifecta pool and any existing twin trifecta carryover.

r.

The twin trifecta carryover shall be designated for distribution
on a specied date and performance only under the following
circumstances:
(1)

Upon written approval from the commission as provided in
subdivision o.
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11.

(2)

Upon written approval from the commission when there is
a change in the carryover cap or when the twin trifecta is
discontinued.

(3)

On the closing performance of the meet or split meet.

s.

If, for any reason, the twin trifecta carryover must be held over
to the corresponding twin trifecta pool of a subsequent meet,
the carryover shall be deposited in an interest-bearing account
approved by the commission. The twin trifecta carryover plus
accrued interest shall then be added to the second-half twin
trifecta pool of the following meet on a date and performance so
designated by the commission.

t.

Providing information to any person regarding covered
combinations, amounts wagered on specic combinations,
number of tickets sold, or number of valid exchange tickets is
prohibited. This shall not prohibit necessary communication
between totalizator and pari-mutuel department employees for
processing of pool data.

u.

The association must obtain written approval from the commission
concerning the scheduling of twin trifecta contests, the percentages
of the net pool added to the rst-half pool and second-half pool, and
the amount of any cap to be set on the carryover. Any changes to
the approved twin trifecta format require prior approval from the
commission.

Tri-superfecta pools.
a.

The tri-superfecta requires selection of the rst three nishers, in
the exact order, in the rst of two designated contests and the rst
four nishers, in exact order, in the second of the two designated
contests. Each winning ticket for the rst tri-superfecta contest
must be exchanged for a free ticket on the second tri-superfecta
contest in order to remain eligible for the second-half tri-superfecta
pool. Such tickets may be exchanged only at attended ticket
windows prior to the second tri-superfecta contest. Winning
rst-half tri-superfecta tickets will receive both an exchange and a
monetary payout. Both of the designated tri-superfecta contests
shall be included in only one tri-superfecta pool.

b.

After wagering closes for the rst-half of the tri-superfecta and
commissions have been deducted from the pool, the net pool shall
then be divided into two separate pools, the rst-half tri-superfecta
pool and the second-half tri-superfecta pool.
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c.

In the rst tri-superfecta contest only, winning tickets shall be
determined using the following precedence, based upon the
ofcial order of nish for the rst tri-superfecta contest:
(1)

As a single price pool to those whose combination nished
in correct sequence as the rst three betting interests; but if
there are no such wagers; then

(2)

As a single price pool to those whose combination included,
in correct sequence as the rst two betting interests; but if
there are no such wagers; then

(3)

As a single price pool to those whose combination correctly
selected the rst-place betting interests, but if there are no
such wagers; then

(4)

The entire tri-superfecta pool shall be refunded on
tri-superfecta wagers for that contest and the second-half
shall be canceled.

d.

If no rst-half tri-superfecta ticket selects the rst three nishers of
that contest in exact order, winning ticket holders shall not receive
any exchange tickets for the second-half tri-superfecta pool. In
such case, the second-half tri-superfecta pool shall be retained and
added to any existing tri-superfecta carryover pool.

e.

Winning tickets from the rst-half of the tri-superfecta shall be
exchanged for tickets selecting the rst four nishers of the
second-half of the tri-superfecta. The second-half tri-superfecta
pool shall be distributed to winning wages in the following
precedence, based upon the ofcial order of nish for the second
tri-superfecta contest:

f.

(1)

As a single price pool, including any existing carryover
moneys, to those whose combination nished in correct
sequence as the rst four betting interests; but if there are
no such tickets; then

(2)

The entire second-half tri-superfecta pool for that contest
shall be added to any existing carryover moneys and retained
for the corresponding second-half tri-superfecta pool of the
next performance.

If a winning rst-half tri-superfecta ticket is not presented for
cashing and exchange prior to the second-half tri-superfecta
contest, the ticket holder may still collect the monetary value
associated with the rst-half tri-superfecta pool but forfeits all
rights to any distribution of the second-half tri-superfecta pool,
except where expressly provided in subdivision m.
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g.

Couple entries and mutuel elds may be permitted in tri-superfecta
contests with the prior written approval of the commission.

h.

Should a betting interest in the rst-half of the tri-superfecta be
scratched, those tri-superfecta tickets, including the scratched
betting interest shall be refunded.

i.

Should a betting interest in the second-half of the tri-superfecta be
scratched, an announcement concerning the scratch shall be made
and a reasonable amount of time shall be provided for exchange
of tickets that include the scratched betting interest.

j.

If, due to a late scratch, the number of betting interests in the
second-half of the tri-superfecta is reduced to fewer than the
minimum, all exchange tickets and outstanding rst-half winning
tickets shall be entitled to the second-half tri-superfecta pool
for that contest as a single price pool, but not the tri-superfecta
carryover.

k.

If there is a dead heat or multiple dead heats in either the rst-half or
second-half of the tri-superfecta, all tri-superfecta tickets selecting
the correct order of nish counting a betting interest involved in
a dead heat as nishing in any dead-heated position, shall be a
winner, in the case of a dead heat occurring in:
(1)

The rst-half of the tri-superfecta, the payout shall be
calculated as a prot split.

(2)

The second-half of the tri-superfecta, the payout shall be
calculated as a single price pool.

l.

If either of the tri-superfecta contests are canceled prior to the rst
tri-superfecta contest or the rst tri-superfecta contest is declared
no contest, the entire tri-superfecta pool shall be refunded on
tri-superfecta wagers for that contest and the second-half shall be
canceled.

m.

If the second-half of the tri-superfecta contest is canceled
or declared no contest, all exchange tickets and outstanding
rst-half winning tri-superfecta tickets shall be entitled to the net
tri-superfecta pool for that contest as a single price pool, but
not the tri-superfecta carryover. If there are no such tickets,
the net tri-superfecta pool shall be distributed as described in
subdivision c.

n.

The tri-superfecta carryover may be capped at a designated
level approved by the commission so that if, at the close of any
performance, the amount in the tri-superfecta carryover equals or
exceeds the designated cap, the tri-superfecta carryover will be
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frozen until it is won or distributed under other provisions of this
rule. After the second-half tri-superfecta carryover is frozen, one
hundred percent of the net tri-superfecta pool for each individual
contest shall be distributed to winners for the rst-half of the
tri-superfecta pool.
o.

A written request for permission to distribute the tri-superfecta
carryover on a specic performance may be submitted to the
commission.
The request must contain justication for the
distribution, an explanation of the benet to be derived, and the
intended date and performance for the distribution.

p.

Should the tri-superfecta carryover be designated for distribution
on a specied date and performance, the following precedence will
be followed in determining winning tickets for the second-half of the
tri-superfecta after completion of the rst-half of the tri-superfecta:

q.

(1)

As a single price pool to those whose combination nished in
correct sequence as the rst four betting interests; but if there
are no such wagers; then

(2)

As a single price pool to those whose combination included, in
correct sequence, the rst three betting interests; but if there
are no such wagers; then

(3)

As a single price pool to those whose combination included,
in correct sequence, the rst two betting interests; but if there
are no such wagers; then

(4)

As a single price pool to those whose combination included,
in correct sequence, the rst-place betting interests only; but
if there are no such wagers; then

(5)

As a single price pool to holders of valid exchange tickets.

(6)

As a single price pool to holders of outstanding rst-half
winning tickets.

Contrary to subdivision d, during a performance designated to
distribute the tri-superfecta carryover, exchange tickets will be
issued for those combinations selecting the greatest number of
betting interests in their correct order of nish for the rst-half of
the tri-superfecta. If there are no wagers correctly selecting the
rst-place, second-place, and third-place nishers, in their exact
order, then exchange tickets shall be issued or combinations
correctly selecting the rst-place and second-place betting
interests. If there are no wagers correctly selecting the rst-place
and second-place nishers, in their exact order, then exchange
tickets shall be issued for combinations correctly selecting the
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rst-place betting interest only. If there are no wagers selecting the
rst-place betting interest only in the rst-half of the tri-superfecta,
all rst-half tickets will become winners and will receive one
hundred percent of that day’s net tri-superfecta pool and any
existing tri-superfecta carryover as a single price pool.
r.

12.

The tri-superfecta carryover shall be designated for distribution
on a specied date and performance only under the following
circumstances:
(1)

Upon written approval from the commission as provided in
subdivision o.

(2)

Upon written approval from the commission when there is
a change in the carryover cap or when the tri-superfecta is
discontinued.

(3)

On the closing performance of the meet or split meet.

s.

If, for any reason, the tri-superfecta carryover must be held over
to the corresponding tri-superfecta pool of a subsequent meet,
the carryover shall be deposited in an interest-bearing account
approved by the commission.
The tri-superfecta carryover
plus accrued interest shall then be added to the second-half
tri-superfecta pool of the following meet on a date and performance
so designated by the commission.

t.

Providing information to any person regarding covered
combinations, amounts wagered on specic combinations,
number of tickets sold, or number of valid exchange tickets is
prohibited. This shall not prohibit necessary communication
between totalizator and pari-mutuel department employees for
processing of pool data.

u.

The association must obtain written approval from the commission
concerning the scheduling of tri-superfecta contests, the
percentages of the net pool added to the rst-half pool and
second-half pool, and the amount of any cap to be set on the
carryover. Any changes to be approved tri-superfecta format
require prior approval from the commission.

Twin superfecta pools.
a.

The twin superfecta requires selection of the rst four nishers, in
their exact order, in each of two designated contests. Each winning
ticket for the rst twin superfecta contest must be exchanged for a
free ticket on the second twin superfecta contest in order to remain
eligible for the second-half twin superfecta pool. Such tickets may
be exchanged only at attended ticket windows prior to the second
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twin superfecta contest. Winning rst-half twin superfecta tickets
will receive both an exchange and a monetary payout. Both of the
designated twin superfecta contests shall be included in only one
twin superfecta pool.
b.

13.

After wagering closes for the rst-half of the twin superfecta and
commissions have been deducted from the pool, the net pool
shall then be divided into two separate pools: the rst-half twin
superfecta pool and the second-half twin superfecta pool.

Superfecta pools.
a.

The superfecta requires selection of the rst four nishers in their
exact order for a single contest.

b.

The net superfecta pool shall be distributed to winning wagers in
the following precedence, based upon the ofcial order of nish:
(1)

As a single price pool to those whose combination nished in
correct sequence as the rst four betting interests, but if there
are no such wagers; then

(2)

As a single price pool to those whose combination included, in
correct sequence, the rst three betting interests, but if there
are no such wagers; then

(3)

As a single price pool to those whose combination included,
in correct sequence, the rst two betting interests, but if there
are no such wagers; then

(4)

As a single price pool to those whose combination correctly
selected the rst-place betting interest only, but if there are
no such wagers; then

c.

If less than four betting interests nish and the contest is declared
ofcial, payouts will be made based upon the order of nish of
those betting interests completing the contest. The balance of any
selection beyond the number of betting interests completing the
contest shall be ignored.

d.

If there is a dead heat for rst involving:
(1)

Contestants representing the four or more betting interests,
all of the wagering combinations selecting the four betting
interests which correspond with any of the betting interests
involved in the dead heat shall share in a prot split.

(2)

Contestants representing three betting interests, all of the
wagering combinations selecting the three dead-heated
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betting interests, irrespective of order, along with the
fourth-place betting interest shall share in a prot split.
(3)

e.

14.

Contestants representing two betting interests, both of the
wagering combinations selecting the two dead-heated betting
interests, irrespective of order, along with the third-place and
fourth-place betting interests shall share in a prot split.

If there is a dead heat for second involving:
(1)

Contestants representing three or more betting interests, all
of the wagering combinations correctly selecting the winner
combined with any of the three betting interests involved in
the dead heat for second share in a prot split.

(2)

Contestants representing two betting interests, all of the
wagering combinations correctly selecting the winner, the
two dead-heated betting interests, irrespective of order, and
the fourth-place betting interests shall share in a prot split.

f.

If there is a dead heat for third, all wagering combinations correctly
selecting the rst two nishers, in correct sequence along with any
two of the betting interests involved in the dead heat for third shall
share in a prot split.

g.

If there is a dead heat for fourth, all wagering combinations correctly
selecting the rst three nishers, in correct sequence, along with
any of the betting interests involved in the dead heat for fourth shall
share in a prot split.

h.

Coupled entries and mutual elds shall be prohibited in superfecta
contests.

Twin quinella pools.
a.

The twin quinella requires selection of the rst two nishers,
irrespective of order, in each of two designated contests. Each
winning ticket for the rst twin quinella contest must be exchanged
for a free ticket on the second twin quinella contest in order to
remain eligible for the second-half twin quinella pool. Such tickets
may be exchanged only at attended ticket windows prior to the
second twin quinella contest. Both of the designated twin quinella
contests shall be included in only one twin quinella pool.

b.

In the rst twin quinella contest only, winning wagers shall be
determined using the following precedence, based upon the
ofcial order of nish for the rst twin quinella contest:
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15.

(1)

If coupled entry of mutual eld nishes as the rst two
nishers, those who selected the coupled entry or mutual
eld combined with the next separate betting interest in the
ofcial order of nish shall be winners; otherwise

(2)

Those whose combination nished as the rst two betting
interests shall be winners, but if there are no such wagers;
then

(3)

Those whose combination included either the rst-place or
second-place nisher shall be winners, but if there are no
such wagers on one of those two nishers; then

(4)

Those whose combination included the one covered betting
interest included within the rst two nishers shall be winners,
but if there are no such wagers; then

(5)

The entire pool shall be refunded on twin quinella wagers for
that contest.

Mad scramble pool.
a.

The mad scramble pool requires selection of the ofcial rst six
place nishers, in their exact positions, in designated contests. The
service provider must obtain written approval from the commission
and site operator concerning the scheduling of the mad scramble
contests and designate the percentage of the amount of carryover.
The mad scramble pool consists of a daily pool and jackpot
carryover and must have predetermined percentages set aside for
the daily pool designated to winners who selected the rst six place
nishers. The daily pool will be distributed to the winners who
selected the rst six place nishers, in their exact positions, and
they will then be eligible for the random drawing of the numbers
assigned to the wager’s ticket to be drawn for the awarding of
the jackpot pool. To be awarded the jackpot pool, the winner of
the daily pool must have the matching number on the person’s
ticket that is drawn randomly from the group of sixty numbers.
Any changes to the approved mad scramble format require prior
approval from the commission and the site operator.

b.

Unless otherwise stated, the major share of the net mad scramble
pool shall be distributed as a single price pool to those who selected
all six nishers, in exact positions, based upon the ofcial order of
nish.

c.

The mad scramble pool shall be apportioned with no minor pool
and carryover by choosing the rst six horses in exact order of
nish. The service provider must make a written request to the
commission and the site operator for approval to offer consolation
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and minor pools in the mad scramble pool, and be granted approval
before implementation.

d.

e.

f.

(1)

The net mad scramble pool shall be distributed in accordance
with the method for distributing the major share to all winners
who selected the rst six place nishers, in exact positions.

(2)

If there are no wagers qualifying for the major share, the net
major share shall be added to the carryover.

If there is a dead heat in the mad scramble pool involving:
(1)

Contestants representing the same betting interest, the daily
pool will be distributed as if no dead heat occurred.

(2)

Contestants representing two or more betting interests, the
daily pool will be distributed as a single price pool with each
winning wager receiving an equal share of the prot.

The mad scramble pool shall be canceled and all mad scramble
wagers for the individual performance shall be refunded under the
following conditions:
(1)

If the mad scramble contests are canceled or declared no
contest prior to the rst mad scramble contest being declared
ofcial, the entire mad scramble pool shall be refunded on
wagers for those contests.

(2)

If all remaining mad scramble contests are canceled or
declared no contests after the rst mad scramble contest is
declared ofcial, the entire net mad scramble pool, but not
the mad scramble carryover, shall be distributed as a single
price pool to wagers selecting the winning combination in
the mad scramble contest. However, if there are no wagers
selecting the winning combination in the mad scramble
contest, the entire pool shall be refunded on wagers for
those contests.

Mandatory distribution.
(1)

The service provider must submit a written request to the
commission and the site operator for permission to distribute
the mad scramble carryover on a specic performance. The
request to the commission and site operator shall contain
justication for the mandatory distribution, an explanation
of the benet to be derived, and the intended date and
performance of the distribution. The service provider must
notify the commission and site operator at least ten days
prior to implementation. If the mad scramble pool cannot be
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distributed during a designated performance, the mandatory
distribution shall resume on the next approved mandatory
distribution performance.
(2)

If the mad scramble carryover is designated for distribution on
a specic date and performance, and if there are no wagers
qualifying for the major share, which is sixty-ve percent of
the pool, then the following precedence shall be followed in
determining the winning wagers for the mad scramble pool
and carryover pool:
(a)

The major share and the mad scramble carryover
shall be distributed as a single price pool to those who
selected all six nishers, in exact positions, based upon
the ofcial order of nish, and who have received a
matching random number selected through a drawing
of one of sixty numbers, minus the service provider or
racetrack take-out.

(b)

The major share and the mad scramble carryover
shall be distributed as a single price pool to those who
correctly selected the most nishers, in their exact
positions, based upon the ofcial order of nish.

g.

If for any reason, the mad scramble carryover must be held over
to the corresponding mad scramble pool of a subsequent meet,
the carryover shall be deposited in an interest-bearing account
approved by the commission and the site operator. The mad
scramble carryover plus accrued interest shall then be added
to the mad scramble pool of the following meet on a date and
performance so designated by the commission and approved by
the site operator.

h.

With written approval of the commission and the site operator, the
service provider may contribute to the mad scramble carryover
a sum of money to be designated by the service provider or the
racetrack. Moneys contributed to the pool may be withdrawn when
the pool accumulation totals the moneys contributed.

i.

Providing information to any person regarding covered
combinations, amounts wagered on specic combinations,
number of tickets sold, or number of live tickets remaining is strictly
prohibited. This shall not prohibit necessary communication
between totalizator and pari-mutuel department employees for
processing of pool data.

j.

The service provider may suspend previously approved mad
scramble wagering with prior approval from the commission and
upon notication to the site operator. Any carryover shall be
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held until the suspended mad scramble wagering is reinstated.
A service provider may request approval of the mad scramble
wager or a separate mad scramble wagering pool for specic
performances.
16.

Pick 1-2-3 pool. The pick 1-2-3 pool requires selection of the rst three
nishers, irrespective of order, in each of three designated contests.
Payment of the ticket may be made only to the purchaser who has
selected the qualifying nishers in three designated races.
a.

Pick 1-2-3 requires a selection of a combination of either nine, eight,
seven, or six, rst, second, and third place nishers, in any order,
in three consecutive races that are designated as pick 1-2-3 races
to qualify for a payout. There will be no monetary award for the
winning combination for winning the rst pick 1-2-3 race or any
combination of ve or less qualiers in each of the three races.

b.

The service provider must obtain written approval from the
commission and site operator concerning the scheduling of the
pick 1-2-3 contests, the designation of qualifying races, and the
cap to be set on the carryover. Any changes to the pick 1-2-3
wager format requires prior approval from the commission and the
site operator.

c.

The pick 1-2-3 pool and carryover, if any, shall be distributed as
a single price pool to those who selected the winning combination
of the top three nishers in three races, or a decreasing scale of
qualiers eight of nine, seven of nine, or six of nine, in the following
payout method:
(1)

Fifty percent of net pool and accumulated jackpot divided
between players selecting nine of nine.

(2)

Thirty percent of net pool divided between players selecting
eight of nine.

(3)

Fifteen percent of net pool divided between players selecting
seven of nine.

(4)

Five percent of net pool divided between players selecting six
of nine.

(5)

If there are no winning wagers for the nine of nine winners,
then fty percent of the net pool carryover will be added to
the next pick 1-2-3 race in the race meet schedule.

(6)

If there are no winning wagers for the eight of nine winners,
then thirty percent of the net pool carryover will be added to
the next pick 1-2-3 race in the race meet schedule.
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(7)

If there are no winning wagers for the seven of nine winners,
then fteen percent of the net pool carryover will be added to
the next pick 1-2-3 race in the race meet schedule.

(8)

If there are no winning wagers for the six of nine winners, then
ve percent of the net pool carryover will be added to the next
pick 1-2-3 race in the race meet schedule.

d.

Dead heats. In the event of a dead heat in any of the position
pick 1-2-3 contests based upon the ofcial order of nish for the
purposes of determining whether a wager correctly selected the
nishers in exact position, contestants in a dead heat are deemed
to jointly occupy both or all positions in the dead heat. For example,
if ve and six nish in a dead heat for rst, then a selection of ve
for either rst or second is correct and a selection of six for either
rst or second is also correct.

e.

Scratches.

f.

(1)

If, due to a late scratch, the number of betting interests in
a contest of the pick 1-2-3 pool is reduced to fewer than six
contestants, for the purposes of the pick 1-2-3 pool only, such
contests shall be declared no contest and the pick 1-2-3 pool
shall be declared a canceled contest.

(2)

Should a betting interest in any contest of the pick 1-2-3 pool
be scratched or excused from the contest, no more wagers
shall be accepted selecting that scratched contestant.

(3)

Scratch contestant losers:
(a)

The scratch contestant is deemed to be a loser, for the
purposes of the pick 1-2-3 pool only.

(b)

Other correctly selected nishers in the pick 1-2-3 shall
continue to count toward winning, as usual.

Canceled contests.
(1)

If any of the pick 1-2-3 contests are canceled or declared
no contest prior to the rst pick 1-2-3 contest being declared
ofcial, the daily pick 1-2-3 pool shall be refunded on the pick
1-2-3 wagers for those contests.

(2)

If all remaining pick 1-2-3 contests are canceled or declared
no contest after the rst pick 1-2-3 contest is declared
ofcial, the entire net pick 1-2-3 pool, but not the pick 1-2-3
carryover, shall be distributed as a single price pool to
wagers selecting the winning combination in the rst pick
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1-2-3 contest. However, if there are no wagers selecting the
winning combination in the rst pick 1-2-3 contest, the daily
pick 1-2-3 pool shall be refunded on pick 1-2-3 wagers for
those contests.
g.

17.

Mandatory distribution. The service provider must submit a written
request for permission to distribute the pick 1-2-3 carryover on a
specic performance to the commission and site operator. The
request shall contain justication for the mandatory distribution, an
explanation of the benet to be derived, and the intended date
and performance for the distribution. The service provider must
notify the commission at least ten days prior to implementation.
If the pick 1-2-3 pool cannot be distributed during a designated
performance, the mandatory distribution shall resume on the next
approved mandatory distribution performance.

Pick 1-2-3-4-5 pool. Pick 1-2-3-4-5 requires selection of the rst ve
nishers, irrespective of order, in each of three designated contests.
Payment of the ticket may be made only to the purchaser who has
selected the qualifying nishers in three designated races.
a.

Pick 1-2-3-4-5 requires the selection of a combination of either
fteen, fourteen, thirteen, or twelve rst, second, third, fourth, and
fth place nishers, in any order, in three consecutive races that
are designed as pick 1-2-3-4-5 races to qualify for a payout. There
will be no monetary award for the winning combination for winning
the rst pick 1-2-3-4-5 race or any combination of eleven or less
qualiers in each of the three races.

b.

The service provider must obtain written approval from the
commission and the site operator concerning the scheduling of the
pick 1-2-3-4-5 contests, the designation of qualifying races and the
cap to be set on the carryover. Any changes to the pick 1-2-3-4-5
wager format require prior approval from the commission and the
site operator.

c.

The pick 1-2-3-4-5 pool and carryover, if any, shall be distributed
as a single price pool to those who selected the rst ve nishers
in three races or a decreasing scale of qualiers fteen of fteen,
fourteen of fteen, thirteen of fteen, or twelve of fteen in the
following payout method:
(1)

Fifty percent of net pool and accumulated jackpot divided
between players selecting fteen of fteen.

(2)

Thirty percent of net pool divided between players selecting
fourteen of fteen.
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(3)

Fifteen percent of net pool divided between players selecting
thirteen of fteen.

(4)

Five percent of net pool divided between players selecting
twelve of fteen.

(5)

If there are no winning wagers for the fteen of fteen winners,
then fty percent of the net pool carryover will be added to the
next pick 1-2-3-4-5 race in the race meet schedule.

(6)

If there are no winning wagers for the fourteen of fteen
winners, then thirty percent of the net pool carryover will
be added to the next pick 1-2-3-4-5 race in the race meet
schedule.

(7)

If there are no winning wagers for the thirteen of fteen
winners, then fteen percent of the net pool carryover will
be added to the next pick 1-2-3-4-5 race in the race meet
schedule.

(8)

If there are no winning wagers for the twelve of fteen
winners, then ve percent of the net pool carryover will
be added to the next pick 1-2-3-4-5 race in the race meet
schedule.

d.

Dead heats. In the event of a dead heat in any of the position pick
1-2-3-4-5 contests based upon the ofcial order of nish for the
purposes of determining whether a wager correctly selected the
nishers in exact position, contestants in a dead heat are deemed
to jointly occupy both or all positions in the dead heat. For example,
if ve and six nish in a dead heat for rst, then a selection of ve
for either rst or second is correct and a selection of six for either
rst or second is also correct.

e.

Scratches.
(1)

If, due to a late scratch, the pick 1-2-3-4-5 pool is reduced
to fewer than six contestants, for the purposes of the pick
1-2-3-4-5 pool only, such contests shall be declared no
contest and the pick 1-2-3-4-5 pool shall be declared a
canceled contest.

(2)

Should a betting interest in any contest of the pick 1-2-3-4-5
pool be scratched or excused from the contest, no more
wagers shall be accepted selecting that scratched contestant.

(3)

Scratch contestant losers:
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f.

18.

(a)

The scratch contestant is deemed to be a loser, for the
purposes of the pick 1-2-3-4-5 pool only.

(b)

Other correctly selected nishers in the pick 1-2-3-4-5
shall continue to count toward winning, as usual.

Canceled contests.
(1)

If any of the pick 1-2-3-4-5 contests are canceled or declared
no contest prior to the rst pick 1-2-3-4-5 contest being
declared ofcial, the entire pick 1-2-3-4-5 pool shall be
refunded on the pick 1-2-3-4-5 wagers for those contests.

(2)

If all remaining pick 1-2-3-4-5 contests are canceled or
declared no contest after the rst pick 1-2-3-4-5 contest is
declared ofcial, the entire net pick 1-2-3-4-5 pool, but not
the pick 1-2-3-4-5 carryover, shall be distributed as a single
price pool to wagers selecting the winning combination in the
rst pick 1-2-3-4-5 contest. However, if there are no wagers
selecting the winning combination in the rst pick 1-2-3-4-5
contest, the entire pick 1-2-3-4-5 pool shall be refunded on
pick 1-2-3-4-5 wagers for those contests.

g.

Mandatory distribution. The service provider must submit a written
request for permission to distribute the pick 1-2-3-4-5 carryover on
a specic performance to the commission and site operator. The
request shall contain justication for the mandatory distribution, an
explanation of the benet to be derived, and the intended date
and performance for the distribution. The service provider must
notify the commission at least ten days prior to implementation. If
the pick 1-2-3-4-5 pool cannot be distributed during a designated
performance, the mandatory distribution shall resume on the next
approved mandatory distribution performances.

h.

Coupled entries and mutuel elds. Coupled entries and mutuel
elds are not permitted in pick 1-2-3-4-5 contests.

123racing Pick-n Wager©.
a.

The 123racing Pick-n Wager is a separate pari-mutuel pool wager
established by the association on a designated number of races.
The gross pool consists of the total amount wagered for the
multiple race bet. Winning wagers are determined by the highest
points totals earned after all rounds have been completed, based
on cumulative mythical two dollar win, place, show wagers (a
fantasy two dollar across the board wager), on one betting interest
per wagering race. It is not a parlay and has no connection with or
relation to other pools conducted by the association other than the
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utilization of live race payouts as a means of calculating players’
fantasy points.
b.

A valid 123racing Pick-n Wager ticket shall be evidence of
a binding contract between the holder of the ticket and the
association, and shall constitute an acceptance of 123racing
Pick-n Wager provisions and rules contained in this chapter.

c.

A 123racing bet may not be retracted once it has been purchased.

d.

A 123racing Pick-n Wager may be given a distinctive name by
the association conducting the meeting, subject to commission
approval, and existing license, copyrights, and patents.

e.

123racing Pick-n Wagers shall be conducted as follows:
(1)

Each player wagers two dollars into the gross pool and
selects one betting interest per wagering race.

(2)

The number of races that complete the wager varies
depending on the specics of "tournament", as determined
by the host racing association, but shall include no less than
four races.

(3)

Each round of the "tournament" consists of a mythical two
dollar win, place, show wager on one betting interest per race.

(4)

Ofcial program numbers must be used for all wagers. All
players are responsible for ensuring each wager is placed
correctly.

(5)

Live race payouts are used to calculate players’ fantasy
points totals.

(6)

As part of the announced tournament rules, and as approved
by the commission, the host racing association may opt to
cap the maximum odds on all fantasy payouts.

(7)

Each player’s fantasy points will be reected in their
cumulative fantasy points totals at the end of each race.

(8)

Following a race being declared "ofcial", the actual
pari-mutuel pool payout for a fantasy two dollar
across-the-board wager will be translated to points and
added to a player’s cumulative fantasy points totals, subject
to any odds cap imposed under subdivision 7.

(9)

Of the bettors, the players with the highest fantasy points
totals after the last leg are the "winners".
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(10)

The net pari-mutuel pool is distributed to the bettors scoring
the top three highest scores of all players in the tournament
in accordance with subdivision i.

(11)

The net pari-mutuel pool shall be distributed in accordance
with the distribution schedule as set forth in the regulation, or
as otherwise approved by the commission, at the request of
the host racing association.

f.

A fantasy wager on a coupled entry or eld is considered a wager
on the remaining part of the coupled entry or eld as determined
by the rules of the live corresponding race.

g.

If a selection in any race designates a betting interest that was
scratched, excused, or determined by the stewards to be a
nonstarter in the race, the fantasy wager will be on the tote favorite
in that race.

h.

Points for dead heats will be determined by the payouts of the live
corresponding race.

i.

The takeout and its distribution for the 123racing Pick-n Wager shall
be set and approved by the host regulatory commission, but shall
include the distribution of the negotiated proprietary fee.

j.

All tickets shall be refunded if all races comprising the 123racing
Pick-n Wager are canceled or declared as a no contest. The entire
pool shall be refunded if less than four races are completed and if
four or more races are completed the net pool shall be distributed
pursuant to subdivision l.

k.

After wagering closes on the rst race comprising the 123racing
Pick-n Wager, the tournament shall be deemed closed and no entry
ticket shall be sold, exchanged, or canceled. No person shall be
determined to hold a wining 123racing Pick-n Wager ticket until the
last designated race has been declared ofcial.

l.

In accordance with the following provisions, the association
shall distribute the net pool to the holders of valid tickets that
correctly selected the combination of rst-place, second-place,
and third-place place nishers that generated the top three highest
points totals through the designated races or rounds comprising
the 123racing Pick-n Wager as follows:
(1)

Sixty percent of the net amount in the pari-mutuel pool
subject to distribution among winning ticket holders shall be
distributed to the holder of the pari-mutuel ticket with the
wager which has the highest fantasy points totals after all
races have been completed.
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(2)

Thirty percent of the net amount in the pari-mutuel pool
subject to distribution among winning ticket holders shall be
distributed to the holder of the pari-mutuel ticket with the
wager which has the second-highest points totals after all
races have been completed.

(3)

Ten percent of the net amount in the pari-mutuel pool
subject to distribution among winning ticket holders shall be
distributed to the holder of the pari-mutuel ticket with the
wager which has the third-highest points totals after all races
have been completed.

(4)

If there are two pari-mutuel wagers that equal the highest
points totals after all races have been completed, ninety
percent of the net amount in the pari-mutuel pool subject to
distribution shall be distributed to those ticket holders. Ten
percent of the net amount in the pari-mutuel pool subject to
distribution among winning ticket holders shall be distributed
to the holders of pari-mutuel tickets with wagers which have
the third-highest points totals after all races have been
completed.

(5)

If there are three pari-mutuel wagers that equal the highest
points totals after all races have been completed, one
hundred percent of the net amount in the pari-mutuel pool
subject to distribution shall be distributed to those ticket
holders.

(6)

If one pari-mutuel ticket wager scores the highest points
totals, and two or more pari-mutuel tickets wagers equal
the second-highest points totals after all races have been
completed, sixty percent of the net amount in the pari-mutuel
pool subject to distribution shall be distributed to the
highest-scoring ticket holder, and forty percent of the net
amount in the pari-mutuel pool subject to distribution among
winning ticket holders shall be distributed to the holders of
pari-mutuel tickets which have the second-highest points
totals after all races have been completed.

(7)

If one pari-mutuel ticket wager scores the highest
points totals, one pari-mutuel ticket wager scores the
second-highest points totals, and two or more pari-mutuel
ticket wagers score the third-highest points totals after all
races have been completed, then sixty percent of the net
amount in the pari-mutuel pool subject to distribution shall
be distributed to the highest-scoring ticket holder, thirty
percent of the net amount in the pari-mutuel pool subject to
distribution among winning ticket holders shall be distributed
to the second-highest scoring ticket holder, and ten percent of
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the net amount in the pari-mutuel pool subject to distribution
among winning ticket holders shall be distributed to the
holders of pari-mutuel tickets which have the third-highest
points totals.
m.

Should circumstances occur which are not addressed by these
rules, questions arising thereby shall be resolved in accordance
with general pari-mutuel practice. Decisions regarding distribution
of the 123racing Pick-n Wager pool made by the stewards are nal.

18. 19.

Refunds. Unless otherwise provided, after wagering has commenced,
if a horse not coupled with another as a betting interest is excused by the
stewards or is prevented from racing because of failure of the starting
gate door to open properly, the wagers on such horse must be deducted
from the pools, and refunded upon presentation and surrender thereof.
If more than one horse represents a single betting interest by reason of
coupling as a mutuel entry or mutuel eld, such single betting interest
being the sole subject of a wager or part of a combination then there
may be no refund unless all of the horses representing such single
betting interest are excused by the stewards or are prevented from
racing because of failure of the starting gate doors to open properly,
or both.

19. 20.

Race canceled. If for any reason a race is canceled or declared "no
race" by the stewards after wagering has commenced on such race,
then all wagering thereon must be refunded upon presentation and
surrender of pari-mutuel tickets thereon; except as otherwise provided.

20. 21.

Totalizator breakdown. In the event of an irreparable breakdown of
the totalizator during the wagering on a race, the wagering on that race
must be declared closed and the payoff must be computed on the sums
wagered in each pool up to the time of the breakdown.

History: Effective July 1, 1989; amended effective January 1, 2008; July 1, 2011;
October 1, 2013.
General Authority: NDCC 53-06.2-05
Law Implemented: NDCC 53-06.2-06, 53-06.2-10, 53-06.2-10.1, 53-06.2-11
69.5-01-08-12.1. The pari-mutuel manager. The pari-mutuel manager:
1.

Shall deliver to the commission at the end of each racing day, a record
showing the amount wagered in each pool, the commission and the
breakage for each race, and the totals of each for the day.

2.

Shall be properly and timely advised by the racing secretary, prior to the
beginning of wagering on each race, on the horses that will compete in
the race.
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3.

Is held responsible for the conduct of the mutuel’s employees, but is
not responsible for their shorts or longs. Each seller or cashier shall be
responsible to the pari-mutuel manager for their shorts or longs. Such
shorts or longs shall be a guide to the pari-mutuel managers as to the
conduct and character of the employees.

4.

Shall employ only those licensed by the commission unless by special
permission of the commission.

5.

Shall allow no one to enter the mutuel department other than those
properly licensed and whose employment requires their presence,
except with the specic authorization of the pari-mutuel manager or
the commission.

6.

Shall sign all license applications for employees of the pari-mutuel
department.

7.

Shall, upon discharging an employee or the resignation of an
employee, immediately report same to the commission. If a discharge
or resignation is related to possible violations of racing rules or state
laws, or problems involving the handling or reconciliations of wagers,
notice shall be accompanied by a report to the commission concerning
the reasons for the action.

8.

Shall be responsible for the odds board and the information it reects.

History: Effective January 1, 2008.
General Authority: NDCC 53-06.2-04, 53-06.2-05, 53-06.2-10
Law Implemented: NDCC 53-06.2-10, 53-06.2-11
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TITLE 93
PRIVATE INVESTIGATIVE AND SECURITY BOARD
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OCTOBER 2013

CHAPTER 93-02-01.1
93-02-01.1-03. Licensing of detective agencies. Any individual or entity
hiring another person to perform private investigative services must obtain a
detective agency license. An individual who applies for an agency license must
be currently licensed in this state to provide private investigative services. An
entity that applies for an agency license must have at least one owner, member,
or partner who is licensed to provide private investigative services individual who
serves as the qualifying agent for that entity, and who will be responsible for all
agency personnel providing those services. All The qualifying agent must be an
individual agent who is an ofcer, director, partner, proprietor, or manager of the
agency who exercises material authority in the conduct of the agency’s business
by making substantive technical and administrative decisions relating to the work
performed for which a license is required and who is not involved in any other
employment or activity which conicts with these duties and responsibilities to
ensure the agency’s performance of work regulated under this chapter complies
with applicable laws and does not jeopardize the public health, safety, and welfare.
The qualifying agent and all nonlicensed ofcers and owners of at least a ten
percent interest in the entity must be listed on the application and meet the
qualications in section 93-02-01.1-01.
History: Effective May 1, 2000; amended effective April 1, 2013.
General Authority: NDCC 43-30-04
Law Implemented: NDCC 43-30-04, 43-30-09
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CHAPTER 93-02-02.1
93-02-02.1-03. Licensing of private security agencies. Any individual
or entity hiring another person to perform private security services must obtain a
private security agency license. An individual who applies for a private security
agency license must be currently licensed in this state to provide private security
services. An entity that applies for a private security agency license must have at
least one owner, member, or partner who is licensed to provide private security
services individual who serves as the qualifying agent for that entity, and who
will be responsible for all agency personnel providing those services. All The
qualifying agent must be an individual who is an ofcer, director, partner, proprietor,
or manager of the agency who exercises material authority in the conduct of the
agency’s business by making substantive technical and administrative decisions
relating to the work performed for which a license is required and who is not
involved in any other employment or activity which conicts with these duties and
responsibilities to ensure the agency’s performance of work regulated under this
chapter complies with applicable laws and does not jeopardize the public health,
safety, and welfare. The qualifying agent and all nonlicensed ofcers and owners
of at least a ten percent interest in the entity must be listed on the application and
meet the qualications in section 93-02-02.1-01.
History: Effective May 1, 2000; amended effective April 1, 2013.
General Authority: NDCC 43-30-04
Law Implemented: NDCC 43-30-04
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CHAPTER 93-02-03
93-02-03-06. Fees - Amount - Late fees. In addition to statutory fees, the
board charges the following fees:
1.

An individual must pay a fee of one hundred dollars to take the
examination to become licensed to provide investigative or private
security services.

2.

An individual must pay a fee of one hundred thirty dollars to receive
an initial license or renew the individual’s license to provide private
investigative or private security services. In addition, a late fee of
fty dollars must be paid for each month the renewal is late, up to a
maximum cumulative late fee of one hundred dollars for a late renewal.

3.

An individual or entity must pay a fee of one hundred dollars to apply
for a license to operate a private security or detective agency.

4.

An individual or entity must pay a fee of two hundred fty dollars to
receive an initial license or renew a license to operate a private security
or detective agency.

5.

An individual must pay a fee of twenty dollars to receive a private
security training certicate.

6.

An individual must pay an annual fee of twenty twenty-ve dollars to
receive an armed private security certicate. Armed private security
certicates expire on September thirtieth of each year.

7.

An individual or entity must pay a fee of ten dollars to obtain a duplicate
license.

8.

An individual must pay a fee of twenty-ve dollars to obtain an initial
registration to provide private investigative or private security services.
An individual must pay twenty-ve dollars for renewing registration to
provide private investigative or private security services. A late fee of
ten dollars must also be paid for each month the renewal is late.

History: Effective May 1, 2000; amended effective May 1, 2005; July 1, 2010;
October 1, 2013.
General Authority: NDCC 43-30-04
Law Implemented: NDCC 43-30-16
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